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sri lanka wikipedia Mar 27 2024
sri lanka historically known as ceylon and officially the democratic socialist republic of sri lanka is an island country in south asia it lies in the indian ocean southwest of the bay of bengal separated from the indian peninsula
by the gulf of mannar and the palk strait

23 things to know before traveling to sri lanka lonely planet Feb 26 2024
1 apply for a visa in advance as a first step check the latest visa requirements for sri lanka most nationalities need an electronic travel authorization eta in advance of travel but fortunately they re not hard to get 2 check
your travel vaccinations

18 of the best things to do in sri lanka lonely planet Jan 25 2024
sri lanka may only be small but thanks to its jungle clad mountains golden sandy beaches abundant wildlife in their natural habitats and spice laden from trying tasty local street food to riding scenic railways through
beautiful landscapes experience the best of sri lanka with these top things to do

sri lanka history map flag population capital facts Dec 24 2023
sri lanka island country lying in the indian ocean and separated from peninsular india by the palk strait proximity to the indian subcontinent has facilitated close cultural interaction between sri lanka and india from ancient
times sri lanka gained independence from britain in 1948

sri lanka maps facts world atlas Nov 23 2023
where is sri lanka sri lanka is an island country in southern asia it is situated both in the northern and eastern hemispheres of the earth sri lanka is located in the indian ocean to the south west of bay of bengal and to the
south east of the arabian sea

sri lanka travel guide lonely planet asia Oct 22 2023
endless beaches timeless ruins welcoming people oodles of elephants rolling surf cheap prices fun trains famous tea and flavorful food make sri lanka irresistible
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